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2 THOMAS HUCKLE AND JOCHEN STAUDACHERSine f(x) is real-valued the matries Tn are Hermitian. In ase f(x) is an even funtion, weare dealing with a sequene of real symmetri Toeplitz matries. Furthermore, we know thatthe spetrum of An is ontained in range(f).Example 1: The well-known matrix tridiag(�0:5; 1;�0:5) { whih is nothing but a uniformdisretization of the one-dimensional Laplaian { is generated by the funtion f(x) =�0:5e�ix + 1� 0:5eix = 1� os(x). The eigenvalues of Tn are ontained in the interval [0; 2℄.The small eigenvalues of Tn that lead to the large ondition numbers are aused by the zerox0 = 0 of f , f(x0) = f(0) = 0, of multipliity two.For more information on Toeplitz matries and their properties we refer to the book [5℄ andthe overview artile [1℄.In multigrid methods we need to apply a restrition and prolongation operator: If we use aGalerkin oarse grid operator we an write the oarse grid matrix for a twogrid step asTn=2 = ETn;n=2 �BTn � Tn �Bn �En;n=2 = P Tn � Tn � Pn (1)with a Toeplitz matrix Bn related to a funtion b(x), and the elementary projetion matrixIn;n=2 = 0BBBBBB� 10 00 1 00 00 1�
1CCCCCCA = I(1 : n; 1 : 2 : n)in MATLAB-notation with the identity matrix I . As a quik and simple motivation let usmake use of the following heuristis: With ~f(x) = b(x) � f(x) � b(x) the entries of the matrixBTn � Tn � Bn in our model are { up to a perturbation of low rank { given by the oeÆientsof ~f(x); therefore the oeÆients of Tn=2 an be found by deleting every seond entry in ~f(x):f2(x) = (1=2) � �b2(x2 )f(x2 ) + b2(x2 + �)f(x2 + �)� : (2)(Note that the above formula atually omes from a onvolution argument and thus { aspointed out e.g. in [3℄, [4℄, [10℄ { it holds in partiular also for matrix algebras.)Let us assume that f(x) has a unique zero x0 of �nite order 2� in the interval ℄ � �; �℄. Nowthe new matrix An=2 should be losely related to the original An. Hene the related funtionf2(x) should have a zero with the same multipliity as f(x). In view of f(x) � 0 this is onlypossible if b(x0 + �) = 0. Therefore, we an easily motivate to use a prolongation operator ofthe form b(x) = (os(x0) + os(x))� : (3)Multigrid methods for Toeplitz systems were �rst proposed by Serra and Fiorentino in [3℄, [4℄ {and it was them who �rst ame up with (2) and showed that transfer operators orrespondingto (3) are suitable. Reently, Serra [9℄ gave a preise analysis of twogrid optimality suggestinglower and upper bounds for � in (3). In these papers the fous lies on symmetri positivede�nite problems generated by funtions with a single isolated zero x0 2℄� �; �℄.In [12℄ and [2℄ R. Chan and ollaborators also studied multigrid for Toeplitz systems: Thework [2℄ presents solutions for symmetri positive de�nite Toeplitz problems with entriesCopyright  2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Numer. Linear Algebra Appl. 2000; 00:1{6Prepared using nlaauth.ls



MULTIGRID METHODS FOR GENERAL BLOCK TOEPLITZ MATRICES 3t1 = � � � = tl = 0, l < n, like e.g. the matries generated by f(x) = 1� os((l + 1) � x).All the artiles mentioned so far employ Galerkin oarse grid operators: However, in general,this will result in a loss of Toeplitz struture on the oarser levels. In a very reent researhpaper [8℄ the authors presented a resort for this diÆulty using a natural oarse grid operator,i.e. the oarse level representations are nothing but Toeplitz matries of smaller size generatedby the original funtion f . There we have pointed out how natural oarse grid operators an beemployed eÆiently for nonnegative generating funtions with a �nite number of equidistantzeros in ℄��; �℄ { and we note that for this approah the systems need to be diagonally saledin advane suh that one of the zeros of highest order is shifted to the origin (see [8℄, se. 2and se. 3, for details). 2. BLOCK TOEPLITZ MATRICESIn the following we onsider symmetri Blok Toeplitz matriesAn = 0BBBB� T0 T�1 � � � T1�nT1 T0 . . . ...... . . . . . . T�1Tn�1 � � � T1 T0 1CCCCAwith k � k matries Tj and we will assume that they are generated by the matrix funtionF (x) = � � �+ T�2e�2ix + T�1e�ix + T0 + T1eix + T2e2ix + � � � :We would like to stress that this is the �rst paper studying multigrid in the ase that theindividual bloks Tj are not neessarily Toeplitz. In other words: Our investigations are verymuh di�erent from the studies on multigrid for Blok Toeplitz with Toeplitz bloks in [4℄ or[13℄ ({ where the blok size k was variable, but the bloks were Toeplitz).Example 2: The sparse matrix An withT0 = � 3 �1�1 2 � ; T�1 = � 0 01 10 �is generated by the 2� 2 matrix funtionF (x) = � 3 �1 + eix�1 + e�ix 2 + 20 os(x) � :3. BLOCK TOEPLITZ MATRICES WITH DIAGONAL GENERATING MATRIXFUNCTIONSFirst let us onsider Blok Toeplitz matries with n diagonal bloks Tj of size k � k. Thegenerating funtion is then also a diagonal matrix funtion of the formF (x) = �(x) = 0BBBB� �1(x) 0 � � � 00 �2(x) . . . ...... . . . . . . 00 � � � 0 �k(x) 1CCCCA :Copyright  2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Numer. Linear Algebra Appl. 2000; 00:1{6Prepared using nlaauth.ls



4 THOMAS HUCKLE AND JOCHEN STAUDACHERBy a simple permutation whih interhanges the order of the indies Tj;m we an transform theBlok Toeplitz matrix into a diagonal Blok matrix with k Toeplitz matries of size n� n asdiagonal bloks. Let us also assume that �m(x) has only got a single isolated zero ~xm 2℄��; �℄:Then for eah Toeplitz blok we an de�ne a multigrid prolongation aording to (3) { justas desribed in the salar ase { related to the generating funtion �m(x). That way for eah�m(x) we introdue a generating funtion bm(x) suh that for every zero ~xm of �m(x) thereholds bm(~xm) = 0. The multigrid method for eah blok an be seen as a multigrid algorithmfor the given Blok Toeplitz matrix with prolongation de�ned by the Blok Toeplitz generatedby the funtion B(x) = 0BBBB� b1(x) 0 � � � 00 b2(x) . . . ...... . . . . . . 00 � � � 0 bk(x) 1CCCCA :The elementary projetion matrix that has to be applied is given by the blok matrixIn;n=2;k = 0BBBBBB� Ik0k 0k0k Ik 0k0k 0k0k Ik�
1CCCCCCA :with Ik and 0k denoting the k�k identity and the k�k matrix of zeros, respetively. (Note thatthe same kind of transfer operators has previously been suggested by R. Chan and ollaboratorsin [2℄ for symmetri positive Toeplitz matries with zero entries below the main diagonal, i.e. forthe ase t1 = � � � = tl = 0, with an integer l smaller than the matrix size.)Hene multigrid for Blok Toeplitz matries with generating blok diagonal funtionan be redued to Multigrid for k independent salar Toeplitz matries. Then theprolongation/restrition matrix is a sparse Blok Toeplitz matrix with diagonal generatingmatrix funtion depending on the zeros of the eigenvalue funtions �m(x). We also mentionthat a natural oarse grid operator { instead of a Galerkin approah { will be appliable if thezeros of all the funtions �m(x), m = 1; : : : ; k, are situated at the origin.4. MULTIGRID FOR GENERAL BLOCK TOEPLITZ SYSTEMSFor motivation let us again start with the ase of a Galerkin oarse grid representation: Similarto the salar ase for generating funtion F (x) and a hosen prolongation/restrition { withgenerating funtion B(x) and elementary projetion En;n=2;k { the Galerkin oarse grid matrixof half size An=2 = ITn;n=2;k �BTn �An �Bn � In;n=2;kis "assoiated" ({ i.e. we ignore low rank perturbations for a moment {) to the matrix funtionF2(x) = (1=2) � �B(x2 )f(x2 )B(x2 ) +B(x2 + �)f(x2 + �)B(x2 + �)� :Copyright  2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Numer. Linear Algebra Appl. 2000; 00:1{6Prepared using nlaauth.ls



MULTIGRID METHODS FOR GENERAL BLOCK TOEPLITZ MATRICES 5In general, we an analyse the properties of F2 only in the ase that F2 an be transformedto a diagonal matrix. Therefore we hoose B(x) = b(x) � Ik and assume that F (x=2) andF (x=2 + �) are ommuting matries; then both an be diagonalized by the same eigenvetormatrix: F (x) = UH(x)D(x)U(x) and F (x+�) = UH(x)D�(x)U(x). Under these assumptionswe derive that the original problem is related to a multigrid method applied on the BlokToeplitz matrix with diagonal generating funtion~F (x) = �(x) = U(x)F (x)UH (x) = D(x)with B(x) = b(x)Ik and~F2(x) = b2(x=2)D(x=2 + �) + b2(x=2 + �)D(x=2) :Thereby we have to hoose b(x) suh that it has zeros at every position where one of theeigenvalue funtions �m(x) is zero. In the following we shall assume that all the eigenvaluefuntions �m(x) have only got a single isolated zero and then there will be no problems.(However, note in passing that - just as in the salar ase { rather severe problems might ariseif any of the �m(x) has two isolated zeros in distane � [2℄,[8℄.) If, furthermore, all these zerosare at the origin, then we an again ompletely avoid the algorithmi diÆulties assoiatedwith the Galerkin oarse grid representation and use a natural oarse grid operator.5. TOEPLITZ MATRICES CONSIDERED AS BLOCK TOEPLITZ MATRICESEvery Toeplitz matrix of size n an be onsidered as a Blok Toeplitz matrix with bloksize ki� n is an integer multiple of k. Here we restrit ourselves to the simplest and most interestingase k = 2. For Tn generated by the funtion f(x) we an partition Tn in bloks of size 2� 2in the form
Tn =

0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB�
t0 t�1 j t�2 t�3 j � � � � � � j t2�n t1�nt1 t0 j t�1 t�2 j � � � � � � j t3�n t2�n�� �� � �� �� � � � � � � � � �� ��t2 t1 j . . . ... ... ... ...t3 t2 j . . . ... ... ... ...�� �� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �� ��... ... ... ... . . . j t�2 t�3... ... ... ... . . . j t�1 t�2�� �� � � � � � � � � �� �� � �� ��tn�2 tn�3 j � � � � � � j t2 t1 j t0 t�1tn�1 tn�2 j � � � � � � j t3 t2 j t1 t0

1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCAand write the generating matrix funtion asF (x) = � � �+ e�ix� t2 t1t3 t2 �+� t0 t�1t1 t0 �+ eix� t�2 t�3t�1 t�2 �+ � � � == 12 0� f(x=2) + f(x=2 + �) eix=2(f(x=2)� f(x=2 + �))e�ix=2(f(x=2)� f(x=2 + �)) f(x=2) + f(x=2 + �) 1A :Copyright  2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Numer. Linear Algebra Appl. 2000; 00:1{6Prepared using nlaauth.ls



6 THOMAS HUCKLE AND JOCHEN STAUDACHERThe eigenvalues of the matrix F (x) are given by�0(x) = f(x2 ) and �1(x) = f(x2 + �) (4)If f(x) has exatly two zeros x0 and x1 = x0 + �, then the eigenvalues �0(x) and �1(x)of the generating 2 � 2 matrix funtion F (x) have only got one zero at 2x0 = 2x1 (withthe orders of the zeros of �0(x) and �1(x) orresponding to the orders of the zeros x0 andx1 of f(x).) Assuming f(x) has only got zeros of order at most 2 we an ertainly hooseB(x) = (os(x0) + os(x)) � I2 as restrition/prolongation matrix. (As we already mentionedtwie before, the same transfer operators have previously been suggested in the ase x0 = 0for very speial Toeplitz problems in [2℄.) Note also that F (x) and F (x + �) are ommutingand therefore the results of setion 4 are valid, in fat.It is very well-known e.g. from [2℄, [8℄ or [11℄ that one should most ertainly not use the aboveblok approah with k = 2 for a Toeplitz problem generated by a funtion with a single isolatedzero x0 2℄ � �; �℄ like e.g. f(x) = 1 � os(x) or f(x) = x2. However, if standard multigrid(i.e. using standard linear interpolation orresponding to b(x) = 1 + os(x) for prolongationand its transpose for restrition) fails for a sequene of Toeplitz matries { like e.g. the onesgenerated by f(x) = 1� os(2x) { beause of zeros of distane � then our analysis underlinesthat the blok method is the approah that is properly alled for and it explains why theorresponding transfer operators lead to fast onvergene.Example 3: We onsider the Toeplitz matrix related to the generating funtion f(x) =1� os(2x) with zeros 0 and �. The generating funtion for the blok matrix is given byF (x) = � 1� os(x) 00 1� os(x) � = (1� os(x)) � I2 :By permutation we an transform the related Toeplitz matrix pentadiag(�1; 0; 2; 0;�1) into� tridiag(�1; 2;�1) 00 tridiag(�1; 2;�1) � :Therefore the standard multigrid algorithm on these two Toeplitz bloks is equivalent tothe blok Multigrid method on the original matrix with prolongation/restrition given byB(x) = (1 + os(x))I2. 6. NUMERICAL EXAMPLESWe would now like to test our algorithmi ideas numerially and we would �rst of all like toexplain the general setting of our experiments:We will only list results for W-yle multigrid solvers. (For more algorithmi details onmultigrid we refer to the books [6℄, [14℄.) The oarsest level is �xed in all our tests as an8� 8-matrix. Furthermore, we employ the following stopping riterion to obtain the iterationounts we list in Table 1: kr(j)k2kr(0)k2 � 10�7Here r(j) denotes the residual after j iterations and r(0) the original residual, i.e. we stopiterating when the relative residual orresponding to the Eulidian norm is less or equal 10�7.Copyright  2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Numer. Linear Algebra Appl. 2000; 00:1{6Prepared using nlaauth.ls



MULTIGRID METHODS FOR GENERAL BLOCK TOEPLITZ MATRICES 7We always use two steps of the Rihardson method for pre- and postsmoothing in our multigridyles. Motivated by [3℄ and [4℄ we use the damping parameters !1 = 1=max�2[��;�℄ kG(�)k2for presmoothing and !2 = 2=max�2[��;�℄ kG(�)k2 for postsmoothing, respetively.Let us now take a look at two rather hallenging sparse examples and start withG1(x) = � 1 + os(x) 00 1� os(x) � :Sine this Blok Toeplitz matrix also involves a zero at �, we need to apply a Galerkin oarsegrid operator. However, here the loss of struture on the oarser levels does not matter as theexample is sparse. Note that in transferring residuals from and to the �nest level we need touse prolongations and restritions orresponding toBfinest1 (x) = � 1� os(x) 00 1 + os(x) � :However, as long as only oarse levels are involved, transfer operators based on B(x) =(1 + os(x))I2 should be used. This idea is very strongly related to the so-alled "MatrixMultilevel Method" for general sparse matries proposed in [7℄. We observe in Table 1 thatiteration numbers are independent of the matrix size .The matrix funtion G2(x) = � 2 �(1 + 12os(x))�(1 + 12os(x)) 2 �is assoiated with a single isolated zero of order 2 at the origin { and thus we may use a naturaloarse grid operator. Hene, independently of the level, the appropriate transfer operators willbe given by B(x) = (1 + os(x))I2. Again, we observe optimal order onvergene.However, giving results for dense problems as well is ruial:G3(x) = � x2 00 1� os(x) �Just as for G2, we are again dealing with a single isolated zero at the origin: Thus again transferoperators based on B(x) = (1 + os(x))I2 need to be used. We take this hane to omparethe performane for using natural and Galerkin oarse grid operators. Note that { althoughiteration ounts in the Galerkin ase are slightly smaller { this outlines very learly why thenatural oarse grid operator is superior for this dense problem: In the Galerkin ase we losethe matrix struture on the oarse levels. On the other hand, we an make use of this struturealgorithmially on every level when using the natural oarse grid operator and, furthermore,we will still get a onvergene rate independent of the matrix size and the iteration numbersare almost the same.Finally, we investigate the Toeplitz problem generated byG4(x) = x � sin(x);i.e. we have a zero of order 2 at x0 = 0 plus a zero of order 1 at x1 = �. We know from setion5 that again transfer operators for prolongation and restrition based on B(x) = (1+os(x))I2are the variant of hoie. (Note that matries generated by G4 have not atually been overedin the paper [2℄, sine we know from the Fourier expansion that we are in general dealing withCopyright  2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Numer. Linear Algebra Appl. 2000; 00:1{6Prepared using nlaauth.ls



8 THOMAS HUCKLE AND JOCHEN STAUDACHERdense matries without any zero entries.) Again, we on�rm that employing a natural oarsegrid operator is strongly preferable to Galerkin oarsening in this ase: Here iteration numbersare even the same for both approahes. (For some more reasoning and omparisons onerningnatural and Galerkin oarse grid operators in the Toeplitz ontext see the Ph.D. thesis [11℄.)number of unknowns 64 128 256 512 1024 2048 4096 8192 16384Problem G1 and "Galerkin" 5 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6Problem G2 and "natural" 13 14 14 15 14 15 15 15 15Problem G3 and "Galerkin" 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11Problem G3 and "natural" 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14Problem G4 and "Galerkin" 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10Problem G4 and "natural" 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10Table 1. Iteration ounts for our W-yle solvers.We an summarize that our numerial experiments on�rm strikingly that our new multigridalgorithms lead to optimal order onvergene independent of the matrix size, i.e. for sparseproblems the omputational omplexity for the multigrid solution is of order O(n) whereas fordense problems (and natural oarse grid operators) it is of order O(n logn).REFERENCES1. Chan R, Ng M. Conjugate gradient methods for Toeplitz systems. SIAM Review 1996; 38(3): 427{482.2. Chan R, Chang C, Sun H. Multigrid method for ill-onditioned symmetri Toeplitz systems, SIAM J. Si.Comp. 1998; 19(2): 516{529.3. Fiorentino G, Serra S. Multigrid methods for Toeplitz matries. Calolo 1992; 28: 283{305.4. Fiorentino G, Serra S. Multigrid methods for symmetri positive de�nite blok Toeplitz matries withnonnegative generating funtions. SIAM J. Si. Comp. 1996; 17(5): 1068{1081.5. Grenander U, Szeg�o G. Toeplitz Forms and Their Appliations. Seond Edition, Chelsea, 1984.6. Hakbush W. Multigrid methods and appliations. Springer, 1985.7. Hukle T, Staudaher J. Matrix multilevel methods and preonditioning. BIT 2002; 42(3): 541{560.8. Hukle T, Staudaher J. Multigrid preonditionig and Toeplitz matries. Preprint, 2002, aeptedfor publiation in ETNA, 25 pages. Presently available online via http://www5.informatik.tu-muenhen.de/persons/staudaj.html9. Serra Capizzano S. Convergene analysis of two-grid methods for ellipti Toeplitz/PDEs matrix-sequenes,Numer. Math. (eletroni version), DOI 10.0007/s002110100331 (15/11/2001).10. Serra Capizzano S, Tablino Possio C. Multigrid methods for multilevel irulant matries. Preprint, 2001,submitted to SIAM J. Si. Comp., 16 pages.11. Staudaher J. Multigrid methods for matries with struture and appliations in image proessing.Ph.D. thesis, Department of Computer Siene, Tehnial University Munih, 2002. Available online viahttp://tumb1.biblio.tu-muenhen.de/publ/diss/in/2002/staudaher.pdf12. Sun H, Chan R, Chang Q. A note on the onvergene of the two-grid method for Toeplitz systems. Comp.Math. Appl. 1997: 34(1): 11{18.13. Sun H, Jin X, Chang Q. Convergene of the multigrid method for ill-onditioned Blok Toeplitz systems,BIT 2001; 41(1): 179{190.14. Trottenberg U, Oosterlee C, Sh�uller K. Multigrid. Aademi Press, 2001.Copyright  2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Numer. Linear Algebra Appl. 2000; 00:1{6Prepared using nlaauth.ls


